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Mary Alice Anderson 
 
A media specialist stuck a sticky note to his computer monitor. 
 
• Hooking up laptop and projector 
• Connecting my iPod to the soundboard in the auditorium 
• Google Docs 
• Scanning 
• Downloading and using the videos in the online encyclopedias 
• Basic photo editing 
• Managing email    
• Creating a PDF  
• Clearing/emptying cache/history/Brower refresh 
• What’s Teacher Tube? 
 

The list’s title: Real Staff Development.  
 
Teachers aren’t afraid to learn or unable to learn; they are busy and often too frazzled to 
remember how or what.   Too often the obvious and necessary training about the basics get lost 
in “big picture” training about “big ticket” items like Cloud computing, data mining, or learning 
how to use a new online testing system. Teachers who have 40 or more students in a class need 
refreshers in how to sort and retrieve their email or easily access available resources. Teachers 
who forgot the passwords for at home database access want to help their students succeed; they 
need student centered, real staff development.  They want to know how to enable right-click on 
their Apple mouse so they can do efficiently use the data and management tools they have to use 
and move on to using integrating technology. 
 
A media specialist asked LM_NET members for ideas about hands-on professional development 
for teachers, “I especially want to help the teachers learn the ways students can use technology, 
not just teachers.”  She wanted to expand her list mini-laptops, document cameras, and flip video 
cameras. (These classrooms do not have Smartboards.) “This is NOT a very tech-savvy group of 
teachers I will be working with.” 
 
EdTechMag reported results of a brief survey of 1000 students and teachers.  

• Only 9% of students say tech is fully integrated in their classrooms 
• 6 of 10 students say teachers regularly use technology to teach, but only 26% said they 

are encouraged to use it throughout the day 
• 53% of teachers said they don't conduct or unsure if they conduct any of their classes in a 

21st century classroom 
• While nearly all students use technology at home to complete assignments, the 

technologies they use in their personal lives are largely absent from the classroom 
• Students lead their teachers in using next-generation technology for educational use 
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Mary Ann Bell shared similar findings in surveys she conducted.  Bell’s findings were published 
in previous issues of this magazine and are cited below.  
 
Sound unusual or unbelievable?   After all, journals, mass media and school districts themselves 
share information about the wonderful opportunities students have to use technology.  We share 
the highlights and successes in our blogs, journal articles and conference presentations.  But 
limited technology integration and limited knowledge of how to effectively use technology in the 
classroom.  I am reminded of these needs by teachers and media specialists from small and large 
districts all over the country when they share what’s happening in their schools as part of 
discussion in an online classes I teach. (Teaching Primary Sources, http://tinyurl.com/6bvv2dq) 
A Texas media specialist recently wrote, “If I don't jumpstart the use of Inspiration, in spite of it 
being on every computer in the district, it won't get used.  I don't understand it.  When I train 
teachers and students on its uses, they'll think of a dozen of situations to use it.  They just never 
use it that I'm aware of.   (Sonja Stewart, February 2011) Their anecdotes affirm the data 
reported in the surveys.  
 
Media specialists are well suited to help teachers become more comfortable classroom 
technology integration   Media specialists know their staff and are tuned into unique learning 
styles and needs.  They are likely to know who the teachers are that don’t want to bother or need 
encouragement; they know who will learn quickly and run with a new idea.     A tech savvy 
media specialist quickly recognized the needs of teachers she works with.  Within a short time of 
starting her job she started a "Techy Tidbits" weekly email to staff. These are short, bite-sized 
technology tips that many teachers have already found very useful. I've only been at my job for 
less than a month, but I can already tell that staff and students are a lot happier with the Media 
program. 
 
Listening and observing are the best way to identify needs; keep a running list similar to the one 
above.  Create a survey such as one a Wisconsin media specialist took on opening day.   She 
used the familiar Survey Monkey to identify staff needs and immediately began offering short 
before and after school technology classes.  (Google Docs/Forms would have also worked well 
for her survey)  She didn’t let the presence of a technology trainer stop her; she knew he was 
busy with training in the new student management system. She didn’t let the survey results 
gather dust; she just did what needed to be done.   
  
Small groups (even just a group of you and one teacher) can be the best way to meet teachers at 
their comfort level. We are generally past the need for workshops that draw large groups such as 
those classes we taught in the 1980’s and 1990’s.   But, the needs still exist.    Revive, continue 
or initiate those familiar Tech Thursdays, Web 2.0 Wednesdays or informal tech discussion 
groups. Set up bi-monthly introductions to various web 2.0 tools and other online resources. Post 
tech tips on the media center web site, blog or wiki.   Include support staff in all training.  It is 
often paraprofessionals or teacher assistants who accompany students to the media centers and 
labs; their increased skills and comfort level will benefit students. Keep it simple and plan to get 
through less than you anticipate. Provide treats. 
 
 Look for connections between technology and curriculum; model using technology to learn in 
“new” ways.   To An elementary math standard benchmark may be.  Create and analyze double-
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bar graphs and line graphs by applying understanding of whole numbers, fractions and decimals. Know 
how to create spreadsheet tables and graphs to display data. Modeling technology integration by 
demonstrating charts and graphs may be an effective way to movie students and teachers beyond 
graphs made with crayons and pencils. Model and demonstrate the process while providing the 
initial instruction. . Offer to assist as the teacher’s comfort level increases.  
 
 
Help elementary teachers locate online materials that are age and ability appropriate. .   Teachers often 
turn younger students loose on Google and then get frustrated when they see students not succeeding with 
students doing online research.  Provide in-services on   databases that provide resources at easy reading 
levels such as  KidsClick < http://www.kidsclick.org/> Kids Info Bits from Cengage/Gale or children’s 
online encyclopedias. These needs are real and not uncommon. They exist at all grade levels.  Identify the 
needs in your building; help teachers see how technology can help.  
 
Not everyone sees the need; not every attempt will succeed.  The media specialist who offered 
classes to teachers who aren’t tech savvy described her initial attempt at working with a web 2.0 
tool was a disaster. “A low-tech group discussion would've been a much better use of our class 
time. Very frustrating.  Our school is getting a "cloud" account through MSN, though, so I will 
try again in the future.”     I experienced a small disaster working with a handful of teachers. The 
goal was identifying videos available through our district’s online encyclopedias that would 
support specific curriculum needs.   They struggled.  “ It’s too much bother.”  With tight budgets 
it’s a goal worth pursuing again. Many teachers are excited about Interactive Smart boards and 
want one in their classroom.   (No, they are not yet in every classroom)  Without basic skills, 
transferable skills and curriculum integration in the expensive technology will be nothing more 
than a white board. Teachers who don’t know how to save files to the server will have difficulty 
when the district deploys Cloud computing.  
 
Those big, district wide initiative need ongoing and building level support as well When we 
implemented a new laptop program for each staff member in my districts media specialists and 
media center support staff had key roles in the  “train the trainer” staff development model and 
were the on-site, go-to person for follow up support. We used the same model for training on a 
new web site and math software Interactive Smart Boards are a “hot topic” in many districts. 
Reports of underutilization are not uncommon.  
 
I’ve written about this need in previous columns; the need has not gone away; it has just shifted. 
Without basic, transferable skills in place technology will continue to be underutilized in the 
classroom and ignored when teachers are required to use technology as a management tool.  The 
need for media specialists to proactively take a leadership role has not diminished.  Become 
active once again in teacher training;  We cannot always give teachers their biggest need—time, 
but we can ease the stress and increase the possibilities for meaningful student use of 
technology.  
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